
Knowledge Organiser

Key Skills 
Keywords

Complimentary Secondary Weft Line

Harmonious Tonal range Negative space Form

Primary Warp Mark making Light source 

Key Skills
q Identify colour categories and groupings 
q To understand how to apply a tonal range using a 

pencil. 
q Identify shadows and light source when drawing 

observationally.
q Simplify shapes when drawing using pen and line
q To apply basic weaving skills (textiles- D&T)
q To identify the use of negative space when apply 

collage techniques. 

Paper cuts inspired 
by Matisse 

Looking at sea animals 
and simplifying the 

shapes we see

Exploring how pressure to our pencils 
changes the shade we make. Looking at 

how simple marks can be used to describe 
textures

Learning how to mix and 
blend colours 

Art and Design 



Knowledge Organiser
‘Sea side monsters’ 

Keywords
Illusion Imagination Proportions Line

Portraiture Blending  Form Colour theory 

Detail Painting Mark making Arcrimboldo

Key Skills
q Identify the illusions produced in artist 

Arcrimboldo’s work 
q To understand how to apply the correct 

proportions when drawing a portrait
q Identify mark making that can be used to help 

describe details when drawing the face
q To use our imagination to produce creative ideas 

when developing self portraits as sea monsters 
q To apply colour effectively using paint and 

colouring pencil 

Portraits inspired by the 
work of Arcrimboldo

Using our 
knowledge of 

portraiture 
drawing and 

research 
about 

Arcrimboldo
we develop 

ourselves into 
seaside 

monsters 

Understanding the proportions of the face and learning to apply tone to 
create depth, form and texture 

Art and Design 



Knowledge Organiser
‘Gargoyles’ 

Keywords
3D Design Sinister Depth

Historic context Slip and score Form Glaze 

Clay Pinch pot Mark making Architecture

Key Skills
q Identify the design features and purpose of 

gargoyles and grotesques 
q To understand how to apply the correct processes 

to clay to create a successful three dimensional 
outcome. 

q To use our imagination to produce creative ideas 
when developing  gargoyle designs

q To apply tone to design work to describe depth 
and form. 

Design your own 
gargoyle 

We research gargoyles, why they were made, where we can find them and 
how they fit inside historic context 

Art and Design 

Refine your design by considering angles Learn to manipulate clay to create own design  



Knowledge Organiser
‘Henna Hands’ 

Keywords
Poly printing Pattern Cultural context Detail

Line Negative space Repetition Simplify 

Tile Ink Mark making Architecture

Key Skills
q Identify the design features inside Henna designs
q To understand how to apply the correct printing 

process to create a successful four x repetition 
poly print  

q To use our imagination to produce creative ideas 
when developing a Henna Hand design 

q To apply knowledge of simplifying shapes and 
details to create design work that works 
successfully in a print medium. 

Design your own Henna 
Hand 

We research Henna, why Henna is used, when it is used and how Henna fits 
inside cultural context 

Art and Design 

Zoom in and do a simplified 
study of your chosen area 

Transfer your design onto a poly 
print tile ready for poly printing  

Poly print your 
design 



Knowledge Organiser
‘Cubism’ 

Keywords
Cubism Line Proportions Line

Angles Repetition Form Colour theory 

Limited palette Drawing Mark making Leger

Key Skills
q Identify the use of incorrect proportions and 

angles used in a cubist piece of artwork 
q To understand how to take a clear and focused 

photograph using a DSLR camera
q Identify how flattening elements of a 3D structure 

allows us to create our own cubist work. 
q To use our knowledge of cubist work to produce 

our cubist drawing 
q To apply colour effectively when working with a 

limited colour palette 

We use the work of Leger and Lichtenstein to 
inspire us to create our own cubist work

Using our knowledge 
of cubism, we create 

our own drawing 
developing sections 

that mix the angles of 
our photographed 

object. 

We take our own photos of an object to inspire our own 
cubist work. Looking at the different angles of our object. 

Art and Design 



Key Skills
qIdentify the design features of Hundertwasser’s paintings 
qTo understand how to apply the correct processes to wool 

fibre to create a successful fabric outcome. 
qTo use our imagination to produce creative ideas when 

developing  our own work in Hundertwasser’s style 
q To apply colour effectively when working with a limited 

colour options 
qTo gain experience in a design technology process 

Knowledge Organiser
‘Hundertwasser felt ’ 

Keywords
Textiles Design Simplify  Layers

Fibre  Weft Form Felt 

Warp Colour Mark making Hundertwasser

Create a Hundertwasser
inspired design 

We research the Austrian Architect Hundertwasser, looking 
specifically at his painting which were used to design his buildings. 

Art and Design 

Select an area of 
interest and simplify 

Learn to manipulate fibre 
to create your own fabric 

Apply the felting process to 
fuse fibres to create fabric 


